Add Remote Door Control and Keyless Entry to the K-1900-30

Entry phones are often used with the intelligent dialing of the K-1900-30 to call up to 5 phone numbers in the event of busy or no answer. Add the SRC-1 to provide secure touch tone control of a door or gate. The SRC-1 can also provide up to (32) keyless entry codes, if the entry phone has a keypad. Follow these guidelines:

1. Connect the SRC-1 between the K-1900-30 and the entry phone as shown.
2. Disconnect power from the K-1900-30 while programming the SRC-1.
3. Enable the “Unlimited Dialing” mode of the SRC-1 (“*5” while in the program mode). The remote relay activation code is then fixed at “***” and can not be changed.
4. If using the keyless entry feature of the SRC-1, program a four second pause (“*7”) as the first character of the first phone number in the K-1900-30.
5. Refer to the K-1900-30 and SRC-1 Product Manuals for additional programming and functionality.